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RÉSUMÉ

Ce document analyse et compare le Plan d'action des Nations Unies pour la population mondiale et la Stratégie globale de l'UNESCO-PNUE pour l'éducation environnementale — objectifs, tactiques, acteurs et institutions. Ensuite, l'examen d'un grand nombre de données issues du planning familial fournit des exemples de pratiques à appliquer dans les activités d'éducation environnementale par les communautés rurales des pays en développement. En outre, des variables concernant la population, la culture et les femmes sont extraites d'expériences réalisées sur l'éducation environnementale. De telles informations faciliteraient l'insertion de ces questions dans les programmes d'éducation environnementale et de prise de conscience du public.

SUMMARY

This paper starts out reviewing and comparing the World Population Plan of Action and the UNESCO-UNEP Global Strategy for Environmental Education: the objectives, tactics, actors and institutions. Subsequently, the examination of numerous materials from the family planning field provides some examples to be emulated by community-based environmental activities in developing countries. Population, cultural and gender variables are also sought in some existing environmental education and protection efforts. It is hoped that such information will increase the ability to integrate these concerns into environmental education and public awareness programmes. The analysis builds on the author's previous research on gender issues.
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PREFACE

In 1990, the Development Centre began work on environmental management in developing countries under the theme, "Coping with Environmental Threats". The major focus of this work is on the instruments used, economic incentives and/or regulation. In this context, the question arose whether environmental awareness raising and education should not be considered a complementary instrument to be used alongside with, or even as a prerequisite for the others. Consequently, research on the role of environmental education has been initiated, with case studies undertaken by people working in this field in developing countries. Furthermore, given certain parallels between community based environmental education and earlier experience with local development efforts in the field of population education/family planning, it was assumed that review of the empirical evidence could provide insights. This led to research for this paper, focusing on population, culture and gender variables and their relationship to environmental education and protection.

This paper also grew from a desire to examine environmental problems with a holistic view. The purpose of the study is twofold: on the one hand, to identify and describe examples from the family planning/population education experience for community-based environmental education, and on the other hand, to build on the women in development experience of the author. Both fields can provide lessons for research on the role of environmental education in managing environmental problems, given the cross-cutting nature of environmental and gender issues. The author argues that gender related questions are essential to environmental education and protection because different incentives have to be provided to men and women to motivate environmentally friendly behaviour.

Related work underway elsewhere focuses on two of the variables at a time, i.e. women and the environment, population and the environment, culture and the environment, etc.; this work is innovative in bringing all of these variables together as they are in reality part of the "interwoven threads of sustainable development".

Louis Emmerij
President of the OECD Development Centre
April 1992
INTRODUCTION

This study is part of the Development Centre's research programme 1990-1992 on "Coping with Environmental Threats". The latter theme singles out environmental education and public awareness raising among the factors to be considered in improved environmental management. This research uses a broad definition of environmental education (EE), including the formal and non-formal educational systems as well as a variety of other activities designed to inform the public about environmental problems, to change attitudes and behaviour patterns. Although a number of environmental education programmes exist in developing countries, so far there is little indication that research has been done on its role in managing environmental problems in specific settings.

The scope of this paper will be limited to identification, examination and review of:

- the parallels between population/family planning programmes and environmental education projects at the community level in rural areas. Similar target groups are envisaged in both types of projects; therefore, it is assumed that the family planning experience will be relevant for community-based environmental education; and

- the lessons learned from the family planning experience for environmental education including gender and cultural issues.

It is hoped that this research may help not only researchers on the specific topics included but will also reach out to a wider development community audience and increase the capacity to integrate cultural, gender and population concerns into environmental education and public awareness programmes.

The preparation and the timing of this work are geared to precede the UN Conference on Environment and Development that will take place in June 1992 in Rio de Janeiro. This paper is designed to stimulate an exchange of views and experiences and can indicate what kind of follow-up needs to be envisaged for further work by the Development Centre or others.

The objective of this paper is to contribute to an understanding of:

- how the lessons learned from the family planning, population education experience can be carried over to improve the design and implementation of environmental education projects at the local level;

- various strategies of implementation for family planning and environmental education. There are a number of actors at the national and international levels; comparison of the modes of reaching target groups in both fields may indicate potentials, opportunities and limits for the design of policies which will address population and environmental issues.
The decision to combine a focus on culture, gender and population in environmental education was based on the author's previous research at the Development Centre. In addition, her role as a participant-observer in the DAC/WID (Women in Development) Expert Group and experience related to the various task forces and seminars organised by this Group has indicated the need for this comparative approach. The literature and discussions at meetings indicate that each topic is usually treated separately in relation to environmental issues. For example, there is an emerging consensus that rapid population growth is linked to environmental degradation⁴, however, population growth in the population literature is usually linked to the difficulty of providing health and education and employment for such populations rather than the idea of carrying capacity for environmental reasons².

This technical paper is mainly based on replies to a letter, with a statement of intent for this research, which was sent to a number of individuals, agencies and organisations in the population and environment fields. It reflects the exchange of views provoked by the request for "data" concerning this problematic. It will identify the issues addressed in the materials provided.

There are different kinds of lessons to be gleaned from the contributions received, they include: investigating parallels or diversity between the family planning experience and environmental education as far as the organisation, funding, and institutional arrangements are concerned. Family planning involves delivering a service for individuals, households and communities. What is the service which environmental education offers and are there any clear parallels? Some have suggested that a closer parallel might be with population education (the out-of-school type) or with information-education-communication (IEC) programmes relating to family planning.

Other responses to the author's "Statement of Intent" for this research included questions of why only "successful" family planning projects would be considered for "lessons". In fact, this paper will not be limited to success stories, but will try to review the experience from various types of family planning, population education etc. to draw positive or negative lessons which are relevant to environmental education. For example one response pointed out that community based distribution (CBD) of family planning "... has so far focussed heavily on women. Whether successful or not, the CBD approaches have overlooked men altogether. Therefore, the replication of the CBD-type approach for environmental education will have to make a great leap forward to cover men and women, young and old²."

Another query from the same person and others who responded was related to the integration of gender issues and cultural and population variables into the study of environmental education programmes and projects. Most responses indicated that they knew of no examples which linked family planning and population education messages to environmental education issues at the local level.

The idea of building on the women in development (WID) experience of the last two decades is part of the methodology of this research. The framework of criteria for environmental education endeavours which would be successful, is based on a
gleaning of lessons learned from WID research which includes sociocultural and gender dimensions. (See Part B of section I).

Some clarification is needed on how cultural variables will be dealt with; cultural considerations will cover the following: The development of awareness to environmental problems depends on being able to penetrate the worldview of the populations to be reached with environmental education. Arizpe and Paz illustrate this point when referring to their research on changing perceptions of the environment in the Lacandon forest in Mexico. For example, the word nature (or "naturaleza") is not the term used by the peasants to denote the natural world. The term they use most frequently is that of "world" ("mundo") as a single, unitary entity, which means they do not divide the world into a human/social and a natural order, even though most of them hold Christian beliefs. The creationist view of the natural world held by most people interviewed by Arizpe and Paz includes the notion that God made the world and "gave" it to man to use it. Three different positions can be discerned within the creationist group: those that say that the natural world was created for human use, and therefore, can be used in any way; another also believes the former but think that human beings have no right to destroy it and a minority which overtly expresses a conservationist view.

In other words, understanding of the local culture, value systems, "...and symbolic behaviour can help develop noneconomic but powerful incentive systems and motivational tools." This view of culture supposes that it is, "... dynamic, resilient and compatible with "modernity. While it is not clear just how belief systems are translated into behaviour, there is evidence that cultural systems remain even in the face of large-scale transformations which can be absorbed in ways consistent with the reproduction of sociocultural differences. Moreover, Kottak found that while peasants want change in their living conditions, "...the motives that modify their behaviour are usually provided by their traditional culture and the concerns of everyday existence." The same author found that in the successful projects he examined the goal was to change in order to preserve the traditional culture.

Grieser, in a review of environmental communication, found that the environmental communications field as compared to the population and health domains showed a striking lack of national communication strategies. "In the field of health or population, national strategies have long since determined priority issues for the general public as well as for specific target audiences. But in the environment sector few countries have developed national strategies, concentrating instead on local initiatives. Even these local initiatives have been technology driven rather than people-driven so that the communication emphasis has been on product rather than process, on issue rather than consultation." Furthermore the same author found that while NGOs have been at the forefront of developing communication activities, they are inadequately staffed and trained to handle this role. The urban middle class in most countries has developed awareness to environmental issues, but motivation to change behaviour has not yet been created.

Furthermore, Grieser also found that "almost no evaluations exist to determine impact, few reports are available, and only a few descriptive articles document field activities." Even in countries with substantial environmental education activities
there are few knowledge, attitude and practice studies on the target populations, few anthropological or sociological studies and virtually no communication analyses. In other words the data base on which effective communication programmes should be based does not exist. Environmental education is still approached from the technical rather than the communication viewpoint by both educators and environmentalists."

Relation to other studies

Other institutions and researchers are focusing on topics which deal with issues related to the design of effective environmental education (EE) programmes, such as women, poverty and the environment. However, they do not propose to study the relevance of the family planning experience for EE; they are not concerned with the design of environmental education (EE) projects and evaluating the role EE might have in managing given environmental problems.

Mention of work on-going in the development community is made here, because the outcome of some of this research may provide corroboration of a major hypothesis for this research. It is assumed that projects which start with an understanding of gender and culture specific attributes applicable to the target populations will be more successful than those which do not. It may also be separately true that environmental education projects limited to some narrow or stereotypical range of environmental issues do not take into consideration the multiple needs and roles of their target audiences and therefore fail or show only limited success.

The International Center for Research on Women (ICRW) has reviewed women’s environmental contributions in Latin America. This review has identified field based work in Latin America, existing literature and project information on strategies women use to manage the environment. Based on this review ICRW will analyse policies and project design and implementation features that support women in the management of natural resources and the environment.

A number of international NGOs in North, Central and South America are also trying to develop a conceptual framework which would address women, poverty, population and the environment. Among these is the International Women’s Health Coalition, New York. At the Coalition they are trying to develop an alternative voice to the formal population movement. It is feared that there will be an alliance between those advocating population control (rather than voluntary family planning) and conservationists which will not address the essential issue of poverty and the environment.

The main problem for NGOs and others working on this problematic is that development, environmental and women’s NGO’s have worked separately until very recently. There is a need for cross-fertilisation between these organisations. The Conservation Foundation and ICRW are proposing research on:“Gender, Community Development, and Conservation of Biological Resources”. ICRW already has an active programme on women and the environment, with a particular emphasis on the effects of poverty and population growth on women’s ability to work and contribute to management of natural resources. The case studies will include projects from each
of three regions — Africa, Asia and Latin America. Case study sites from WWF's portfolio have been tentatively identified. They include those in which community development is a significant component and in which women represent a potential resource for project conservation activities.

A report of work on 'Integrated Conservation Development Projects'(ICDP) looks at some of the early experiences and new approaches to the management of parks and reserves in the Tropics. Their summary evaluation indicates that most of the projects considered have been operational for less than five years and are at a relatively early stage of implementation, and thus must be regarded as pilot initiatives.

However, they have found that while the ICDP are innovative and experimental, there are few useful precedents. It is reported that even experienced practitioners are still confronting difficulties in implementing rural development programs. The incremental need for ICDPs to not only promote such development but to establish links to conservation adds a significant layer of complexity. A period of learning and gradual expansion has therefore been both unavoidable and useful.

Issues surrounding the integration of cultural, gender and population considerations into EE Programmes

a) Population and EE

This section could also be called "The Interwoven Strands of Development." Wheeler links poverty reduction to stabilising world population: "... poverty usually goes hand in hand with both a lack of interest in and inaccessibility of family planning." The same author also maintains that "environmental issues should become an essential component of all educational programmes."

Operational as well as basic research is still needed, in spite of the vast knowledge gained from population programmes in many countries. Diverse environmental threats ranging from deforestation and the loss of biological diversity, to pervasive pollution and global warming are linked to the rapid growth of the Earth's human population. In spite of this, many conservationists have only recently begun to wrestle with the question of population growth. However, it is at the grassroots level that examination of the effect of population growth on local communities and their ability to manage their environment.

Although there is an emerging consensus on the relationship of rapid population growth to environmental degradation on a global level, there is little in the literature to indicate that population and family planning education have been linked to environmental issues at the local level. The emphasis of most family planning projects and programmes is that it be voluntary and geared to individual desires and/or needs for spacing or family limitation. The focus is on the individuals' or couples' behaviour for their own welfare rather than the issues of pressure on land resources for ecological reasons. One reason for this state of affairs is that each articulation brings with it a layer of complexity for the implementation of viable projects and programmes. One could argue that things are as they should be, i.e. parallel but separate population
and family planning education and environmental education. Perhaps "integrated" population and environmental messages with civic, ethical considerations linking people's personal behaviour to responsibility for their community's and country's environment would be considered a "blame the victim" educational strategy. For example, deforestation is not brought about only by poor families' increasing needs for firewood. This is the case in the Amazon where big lumber companies are to a great extent responsible for the degradation going on there.

Barnes\(^{24}\) has investigated the links between rapid population growth and the fuelwood crisis in Sub-Saharan Africa brought about by deforestation. Inspite of the recognition that this crisis is due to rapid population growth and encroachment on forest land, "... most of the solutions offered to improve the situation involve increased production or conservation of wood fuel energy rather than population related policies."\(^{25}\) Furthermore, the problem is made even worse by the many other causes of deforestation also due to rapid population growth such as over-grazing. However, population growth alone is not enough to cause deforestation or household energy shortages. The location specific problems imply fine-tuning and careful design of population and environmental education projects and programmes. Cultural considerations and knowledge of traditions of managing the commons frequently still in force in many areas of Africa would also be necessary for the conception of messages to specific target audiences.

The key to linking population, cultural and gender concerns, to environmental education programmes may be the manner of implementation, i.e. with popular participation of local communities. However, a word of caution is needed here, based on studies of organising community participation in family planning projects\(^{26}\). Askew points out that the main role of the family planning associations was that of improving the associations' ability to inform and educate about family planning and to deliver these services. While empowerment of communities to handle their own affairs was also a goal, it was felt that it was beyond the technical capacities of the associations' staff.

Greater care must be taken, then, in preparing policy and programme statements about community participation, because "... rhetoric implying greater self-reliance could encourage initiatives that are doomed to fail if the guiding rationale is actually improving service provision capacity and increased service use\(^{27}\)."

Another study of community participation and family planning which included projects from Latin America and Asia also indicates that caution is needed\(^{28}\). However, in one of the Asian projects included in that study, community participation increased family planning acceptance\(^{29}\).

The same author points out one great advantage of the community's own family planning efforts is that they get to the people living in very poor and often isolated communities, which the national programme finds very difficult to reach. Community participation can extend the coverage of the national family planning programme\(^{30}\).
b) Culture and Environmental Education

As stated earlier, cultural considerations permeate the literature both on women in development and population programmes. Gender roles are culturally prescribed and cultural forces often determine population dynamics. The environmental education literature also often refers to cultural aspects of the problems examined, such as respect for indigenous populations and their habitat. However, indigenous people are often hostile to conservationists' concerns because their perception is that the latter care more about animals (monkeys and elephants) than people.

Our definition of culture is anthropological; for the purposes of this study it would be sufficient to have an understanding of the underlying codes of operation (e.g. the social organisation of production and the use of land by men and women) ethical priorities, behaviour patterns and to some extent systems of knowledge on which various societies are based.

Successful community participatory projects have shown a respect for indigenous knowledge and culture while trying to bring about change which the people can identify as being in their own interests.

c) Gender and EE

Although discussion on the “integration of women in development” has been going on since the late 1970s, the various environmental and conservationist agencies and NGOs, as mentioned earlier, have only recently begun to communicate concerning development programmes and environmental education which would include gender concerns. Likewise, reflection on the relationship of women to the environment was on-going well before the 1985 UN Conference on Women in Nairobi. The concept of popular participation in development projects is also not new to the development community. While the DAC has long recognised women in development as a cross-cutting issue, a recent DAC/WID Expert Group Seminar on Women and Popular Participation (May 1990) revealed the difficulties for practitioners of popular participation in “integrating” gender issues in an articulated and functional fashion.

An analysis by gender heightens the visibility of the actors, it looks at the roles and functions of both men and women. It should be part of any analysis especially at the household, project, community or village level. In other words, gender analysis in research on many topics, is an assessment of the extent to which men's and women's productive and reproductive activities converge with or are related to the objectives of, in this case, environmental education programmes and projects.

The problems inherent in rural development or environmental protection and awareness are not specific to the issues of women in development: participation and access to resources are relevant to both men and women and are part of a wider development concern.

It is no longer enough to state that women have pivotal roles in environmental management or family planning, we have to find out what these are in specific cases. An informed understanding of what is at stake is needed and should be provided by
information about socio-cultural structures, relations of economic exchange within households and communities, the gender division of labour in different tasks and on different crops, and the way different sources of cash income are earmarked (and by whom) for different household consumption requirements. The essential point is that traditional socio-economic complementarity between men and women can be expanded, rather than thwarted, by realistic incentives and opportunities for both men and women.

Much of the literature on women in development points to the stark contrasts in the contributions and benefits of women and men, and therefore their separate incentives to respond to policies. It is a mistake to see women and men within the household or community as a homogeneous human resource, perfectly substitutable and experiencing the same opportunity costs and gains from development initiatives.

Integrating gender issues into environmental education programmes, like population concerns, even when accepted as an explicit objective, will generate both technical and analytical problems requiring the ability to disentangle the densely-woven and intermeshing patterns of ecological, economic, demographic and cultural factors. However, closing the gap between good intentions and effective programmes requires precisely this ability. This is not just an academic exercise, because proper consideration for this issue will require considerable effort and forethought to "package the delivery of services", effective EE messages to protect the environment and provide the gender differentiated economic incentives (e.g. income generating projects) necessary to motivate desirable environmental behaviour.

Part A of Section I will identify and present the parallels between population/family planning and environmental education strategies at the global level. This will be done by reviewing existing strategies for the two fields (World Population Plan of Action, Review and Appraisal, 1984 and 1989, and UNESCO-UNEP, IUCN-UNEP, WWF EE Strategy documents).

Part B of Section I will deal with considerations for a framework of project analysis, for both family planning and environmental education projects. It will set out the underlying assumptions of the study, given our definition of environmental education. A review of programme issues will end this section.

Part A of Section II will present the lessons for on-going and future EE projects from the family planning experience which have been gleaned from the materials made available for this analysis. And Part B of this section will look at population, culture and gender aspects of environmental protection and education activities.

Section III will present the conclusions and summarise the general points brought out by this analysis as well as suggestions for future research.
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Section I

A. Review and Comparison of Population/Family Planning and Environmental Education Strategies

While our focus in this paper is on community based family planning and environmental education projects, it is useful to compare the strategies which have evolved on a global level. The first World Population Plan of Action (WPPA) was developed at the UN Bucharest Conference in 1974. This Plan has been reviewed and appraised at five year intervals by the United Nations Population Division (see 1984 and 1989 documents). In 1975, UNESCO and UNEP launched the International Environmental Education Programme (IEEP). In 1977 an inter-governmental conference on environmental education was held at Tbilisi (then USSR); it called on these two agencies to continue their efforts to further the development of this education within the international community.

A review of the strategies outlined in essentially three documents was undertaken to see what parallels, similarities and differences, exist in regard to the: goals, tactics or ways of achieving the aims, and the actors, institutions and issues involved in implementation. We also looked for possible links between the two strategies.

Goals

Before comparing the goals of the two strategies, it should be noted that there is one big difference in the nature of family planning and environmental education activities. Family planning programmes and projects are mainly concerned with the delivery of services. Acceptance of family planning is taken to show that the educational message has had the desired impact. On the other hand, EE is trying to make people aware of how they can care for their environment, but does not necessarily deliver a tangible service. However, much of the literature indicates that EE will not get people to change their behaviour unless they can perceive that they will benefit from such actions.

The World Population Plan of Action (WPPA) stated that one of the principal goals of population programmes and policies is to improve the levels of living and the quality of life of the people. Population policies are seen as an integral part of social, economic and cultural development. The similarity in the goals of these strategies is that in both cases a change in behaviour is sought. These changes will most likely improve the environment as well as the well being of the individuals and groups concerned.

Another similarity between family planning and environmental education is that they are both continuous or "permanent" activities. Depending on the method of fertility control, people practising family planning have to be constantly vigilant. Environmental education is referred to in the UNESCO-UNEP document as "a permanent process in which individuals and the community gain awareness of the environment and acquire
the knowledge, values, skills, experiences, and also the determination which will enable them to act — individually and collectively — solve present and future environmental problems. The aim of both strategies is modification of both cognitive and affective behaviour.

**Tactics or Ways of Achieving the Aims**

The World Population Plan of Action recommended that all governments "respect and ensure, regardless of their demographic goals, the right of persons to determine, in a free, informed and responsible manner, the number and spacing of their children." The actions to be taken included the implementation and funding of programmes, the training of personnel (both management and medical) and the widespread distribution of service outlets and family planning methods.

The emphasis in the environmental field is somewhat different. While governments are included as those who will be involved in carrying out the strategy, they are not singled out in the same way. Individuals, businesses and NGOs are also listed among those called to action. Funding of programmes or activities is more diffuse and private initiatives are more prevalent. The situation was similar in the 1960s for family planning when NGOs were more dominant in the field. However, as family planning got more acceptance and many governments in Africa and Latin America which had rejected the early population messages changed their attitudes more countries developed population policies which included family planning.

The concept of self-help for individuals and communities is more prevalent in the environment field and those concerned are called upon to promote Primary Environmental Care to prepare local strategies for sustainability. To determine how they can achieve sustainability plans should be envisaged for various levels: national, subnational and local. National leaders, national and international agencies and NGOs and their members are called on to make people aware of the significance of sustainability. A broad base needs to be developed of commitment to essential changes in attitudes and practices. It is felt that the facilities developed and the cross-sectoral training for extension workers in rural and urban communities, are most likely to be effective if they are delivered through a community-based organisation. Furthermore, all agencies funding projects and programmes are urged to place a greater emphasis on small projects with maximum grassroots participation.

**Actors, Institutions and Issues**

The strategies for population/family planning and environmental education relate their activities to the issue of sustainable development. Attention to women in development is stressed in the WPPA strategy and the EE documents consulted. Realisation that EE messages were not having the desired impact on the behaviour of a great proportion of the population has brought about a focus on the role of women in community development. Attention has also been given to the need to use local knowledge, traditional skills and values to improve communication skills. It is important to reach people whose everyday activities affect the environment most.
An entire chapter of the WPPA document is devoted to the role and status of women. Because governments have become increasingly aware of the link between the status of women and demographic goals, efforts have been made to improve the legal and economic status of women.\textsuperscript{12}

A similar periodic review and appraisal of the progress in environmental education activities based on the strategies outlined since 1975-77 has not been undertaken, although a 1990 document by UNESCO/IEEP does indicate considerable achievement in this field\textsuperscript{15}. The report on the ten years of experience since Bucarest\textsuperscript{14}, indicates that those countries which were most successful in the organisation of their population programmes showed strong "...governamental commitment, appropriate public and private managerial capability, availability of internal and external resources, a social climate for attitudinal change, substantial utilisation and/or organisation of community participation networks and use of local and traditional personnel for the delivery of services\textsuperscript{15}." It was also found that as legitimacy for the ideas put forward by the WPPA strategy increased, along with the breadth of action undertaken, there has been a decline in the level of controversy and confrontation involved in public debates on these issues. Evidence that the environmental education field will develop along parallel lines has not been found so far. There are still a number of conflicting interests at the local level and opposition of local communities to conservation and environmental campaigns and issues\textsuperscript{16}.

While community based environmental education usually proceeds in a different way from a campaign to save a particular site, public awareness of environmental issues in general, may facilitate community based actions to protect or improve the local environment. In addition, sensitivity to gender and cultural aspects may indicate that they have enhanced the successful outcome of EE activities.

In part B of this section, we shall see how the parallels outlined above feed into a framework of project analysis for both family planning and EE projects. The links between the two strategies, while mentioned in both sets of documents, have not been articulated in an empirical and functional manner.

B. A framework of EE Programme Analysis with Regard to Culture, Gender and Population

As indicated earlier, the Development Centre's research on environmental education uses a broad definition of EE, including the formal and non-formal educational systems as well as a variety of other activities designed to inform the public about environmental problems, to change attitudes and behaviour patterns. EE and population/family planning education are "permanent" in nature, the individuals and communities must be constantly vigilant to ensure attaining their goals.

Assumptions and Research Problem

The major assumption of this study was that there are lessons to be learned from family planning programmes for community based environmental education
projects. The rationale for this assumption is that essentially the same target populations are envisaged and that similar gender and cultural factors must be taken into account in the design and implementation of environmental education programmes. The hypothesised criteria for successful EE projects have been developed from the author's women in development experience\(^{17}\).

One difficulty in this research is that the population/family planning literature examined addresses issues surrounding population change and not the family planning project level. In addition gender and cultural issues did not emerge from a series of case studies of the cost-benefits and cost effectiveness of these projects\(^{18}\). Therefore, the problem is how to translate the issues and contextual information about mechanisms of change and motivation of target groups into design and implementation features of EE projects.

Another related problem is that family planning, population and safe motherhood literature\(^{19}\) emphasize the need to change traditional cultural beliefs, attitudes and behaviour towards women and health while the environmental education literature stresses respect for indigenous cultural habits which include knowledge of the ecosystem and in many cases, protection of the environment.

These concerns will be taken into account when presenting the hypothesized criteria in the framework to be presented below. The criteria for successful projects are for reaching especially poor people in rural communities who would be the actors and beneficiaries of EE leading to sustainable development practices. Part of sustainable activities will involve adequate attention to maternal health. This leads us to a corollary of our major hypothesis which is that with development studies of this kind we are dealing with cumulative causation and a constellation of factors which can combine into negative synergies. Therefore, an attempt has to be made to illustrate how attention to the factors outlined in the criteria will catalyse positive synergies.

Another underlying assumption of this study is that all societies are economically rational. However, economic behaviour is rational only within the framework established by social ends\(^{20}\). A corollary to this assumption is that EE has to be combined with appropriate actions to be effective, i.e. they will have to link people's economic situation to the EE messages in order to get people to behave in environmentally friendly ways. Each society has rules for the gender division of labour, the implications of these rules have to be spelled out in community based environmental education projects and programmes.

**Criteria for the Design of Effective Community Based EE Programmes**

Two sets of criteria will be presented below, those applying to rural community based environmental education will be presented first. There is a distinction to be made between the kinds of incentives offered family planning acceptors and those proposed to people receiving EE messages. In the case of family planning the provision of primary health care with an emphasis on maternal and child health may be considered incentives. The literature on fertility indicates that mothers who have not experienced infant mortality are more likely to limit the number of children than
women who have lost children. The total fertility rates for the latter are higher than those of the former. The proposed criteria for effective EE and subsequently for family planning take into account this distinction and are presented below.

The criteria for the design of effective rural community based EE programmes are that they include:

— income generation or realistic alternatives to behaviour detrimental to the environment — a widening of choices, coupled with the possibility of making these choices (training, credit, etc.) for poor men and women;

— consideration of how to improve the visibility of the actors whose role is essential to the conservation or protection of the environment in given localities. This includes cultural factors related to traditional knowledge of ecosystems in the area;

— knowledge of socio-economic and cultural factors and their relationship to population dynamics;

— emphasis on men's and women's productive roles in relation to the environment. Information on the socio-cultural and institutional practices in regard to the ownership of property and/or access to land and related resources should be obtained. An appraisal of the possible chain of events set in motion by the implementation of local programmes and projects, i.e., positive and negative synergies;

— training in EE should be linked to transitions taking place in the locality, such as a shift from one “carrying capacity” to another in agricultural activities;

— support for the production of traditional produce (agricultural and artisanal) as a means of bolstering environmental protection.

In both rural and urban settings, special care should be taken to reach poor men and women with EE. This may mean a reconsideration of the methods of delivery of EE messages. Written materials or even other audiovisual techniques may not be appropriate. Materials which are closer to the people's cultural context may be more effective (e.g. short plays with traditional music, settings, look at the family planning experience in this regard).

Criteria for Sustainable Family Planning Programmes

The following criteria have been gleaned from the literature and indicate certain characteristics and features which sustainable family planning programmes should have:
— trained staff at all levels capable of evaluating the adequacy and quality of the service in order to adjust programme elements with needed flexibility20;

— viable institutionalised activities which will continue to exist after donor support is withdrawn23;

— the possibility of coordinating related activities to achieve maximum results;

— culturally relevant messages and modes of delivery24;

— delivery mechanisms which ensure that the poor in the community will have ready access to these services; this may include receiving supplies free of charge or subsidized25;

While this list of criteria could be longer, a discussion of the "contextual" criteria for programme success is very relevant for the lessons to be drawn from the population education and family planning field for EE projects. A presentation of the pre-conditions or the context in which family planning programmes need to operate successfully will be made first. Subsequently, the "linking" criteria, i.e. surrounding factors which would have payoffs for both family planning and environmental education, will be considered.

**Contextual Criteria**

Total government commitment to the legitimacy of family planning has been found to create an atmosphere in which these programmes flourish. However, Preston26 points out that India with strong government commitment to family planning has not brought about a commensurate reduction in fertility, while Brazil whose programmes are mainly NGO initiatives has had a substantial decline in fertility27. Such commitment includes efforts to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women. These government policies usually involve institutionalisation and bring with them acceptance or, at least, tolerance by a broad segment of the population28. These considerations which the Acsadis have made concerning safe motherhood campaigns apply equally to the family planning/ population education field. Safe motherhood cannot be achieved without preventing births for very young women and older women (because of the high maternal morbidity and mortality rates in these age groups); this can only be done with efficient family planning programmes which reach these age groups in the population. Safe motherhood is most likely to be achieved in a population where contraceptive prevalence reaches 70-74 per cent, such as that obtained in Singapore, Hong Kong and the Republic of Korea29.

Another "contextual" criterion is that women be educated, that is, have access to formal schooling. "Women's education is the central component of the social and demographic nexus that governs their capacity for self determination. It is the key to
women’s expression of personal initiative, to the altering of perceptions as to their value and the most narrow straight path to their empowerment."

Caldwell argues "that reductions in fertility have been principally a result of changes in social relations within the family, especially the greater sense of autonomy and efficacy among others, combined with improvements in the accessibility of modern health services."

Ross and Isaacs would argue that the general environment of incentives and disincentives has to be examined and could be considered contextual criteria for programme success. Both incentives and disincentives may be directed at the general population rather than distinct small groups. Such measures range from benefits (or penalties) tied to a limited number of children which affect salary levels, tax exemptions, maternity leaves, eligibility for preferred housing, schools etc. China and Indonesia have implemented programmes of rewards to individuals given under community auspices and influence, on a national scale.

**Linking Criteria for Sustainable Family Planning and Environmental Education**

Community participation is crucial to both family planning activities and to the implementation of environmental education messages especially in rural areas. The whole question of community participation has to be analysed further. Indications are emerging from a study by Askew et al. that there are divergent perceptions of the meaning of participation in family planning programmes. For the managers and planners of family planning programmes it is felt that "community members and their leaders should participate actively and in a variety of functions, particularly in relation to the CBD (community based distributors). Conversely, those at the community level, while agreeing with these sentiments, feel that active participation is more the responsibility of their leaders and the CBD, while they are prepared to participate in a more passive way."

Furthermore, when probed the managers and staff of family planning projects were more in favour of some form of "controlled" participation. Community members themselves it seems "are best motivated if their leaders endorse the proposed collective actions, and if those actions are both socially enjoyable and produce tangible benefits."

The implications for environmental education of another point made in this study are interesting to contemplate. The nature of participation in family planning is such that this relatively "passive" attitude is not a serious problem. However, environmental education programmes may lead to more active participation because they produce directly useful outcomes from collective action.

Given this basic difference in organisational structure between family planning and environmental education, mentioned above, the way collaboration between agencies providing related services could bring about mutually reinforcing projects would have to be investigated. The more grass roots nature of environmental education in rural areas often initiated by NGOs rather than government or commercial enterprises gives a different meaning to community participation. However, an effective family planning programme can be the catalyst for the spread of a mentality
necessary to change reproductive behaviour and some habits which are detrimental to the environment.

The key to linking demographic behaviour to the environment would be to get an informed understanding of individual, household and community strategies for survival and advancement, in particular ecological settings. In doing so, one should not be afraid of cultural obstacles or cultural immobility. Preston's contradicts conventional wisdom and points out that, "the earlier view of fertility in developing countries as deeply encrusted in custom and convention needs modification."40

How much of a dilemma is there concerning culture, change in demographic behaviour and environmental issues? The illustrative example from one area in Kenya which follows represents an attempt at peering more closely at how demographic change has come about in one area in Kenya with a very successful family planning programme. How is this change related to the complex ecological, economic and social environment there?

**Chogoria (Kenya): Example of a successful family planning programme**

This example of a successful family planning programme can be used to illustrate and test our assumptions about the relationship of cultural, economic and demographic variables to environmental problems and subsequently provide insights for the design of environmental education programmes.

The situation in the area to be focused on goes against the conventional wisdom reported in the literature, however, as we shall indicate below. In the 1960's, when family planning programmes began to be introduced worldwide by major donor agencies, socio-demographic research indicated that family planning programmes could not be expected to or were not adequate to achieve population stabilisation. Broader approaches to population policy were thought to be needed41. These policies would have to find ways to bring individual fertility goals in line with the societal goal of population control. Therefore, broader societal changes would have to be envisaged to bring population limitation about. Most family planning programmes were supported by the major donors mainly on the basis of the expected impact on fertility reduction. However, the example to be cited below and recent research42 indicate that acceptance of family planning does not depend necessarily on the country's or couples' socioeconomic level or cultural affiliation but rather on the effective delivery of services.

**The Chogoria Catchment Area in Kenya**

In 1985 a survey was conducted in the catchment area of Chogoria Hospital in central Kenya, to investigate fertility levels and family planning practices in a rural area of Kenya. The area is about 150 miles north of Nairobi and is situated on the lower slopes of Mount Kenya in the Meru district of the country. Most of the 300,000 inhabitants belong to the Meru ethnic group and speak Meru dialects. A majority of
the population belong to Protestant denominations, particularly the Presbyterian and Anglican churches, but there are a large number of Catholics as well.43

The catchment area includes three quite different ecological zones: the high altitude zone where tea is the major crop, the middle altitude zone where coffee predominates and the semi-arid lower altitude zone which is more sparsely populated. As altitude decreases, the socioeconomic status of the population declines markedly. A previous national survey44 found that the country’s total fertility rate was 7.7 births per woman, only slightly below levels observed in surveys conducted in the late 1970s. For rural Kenya, the total fertility rate (TFR) was found to be even higher — 8.1 births per woman — whereas the TFR for Eastern Province, in which Chogoria is located was measured at 8.0, the same as that reported among the Meru-Embu ethnic groups.

However, the 1985 survey mentioned earlier showed that current fertility levels in the Chogoria catchment area proved to be much lower than the national levels found in the earlier (1984) survey. Based on births reported as occurring in the previous two years, the catchment area’s fertility was only 5.2 births per woman, less than two-thirds as high as the nationwide rural level. The analysis of the Chogoria survey also showed that overall fertility is lower than the national rate. The difference at ages 15-19 years appears to result mainly from later marriage in the catchment area than nationwide, but at older ages the difference stems from lower marital fertility in the catchment area.45 Furthermore, the fact that there were no substantial differences in the fertility rates of older women in the catchment area and elsewhere in Kenya indicates that the lower fertility in the catchment area has come about quite recently.46

Not only is fertility much lower but contraceptive prevalence rates are much higher in the area covered by the Chogoria Hospital programme than in the rest of rural Kenya. In addition, surveys in other parts of sub-Saharan Africa have revealed that people generally think that fertility is something determined by God or fate, these ideas are not prevalent in the Chogoria area; women there feel that fertility is something that should be controlled by families. "Childbearing has come to be seen by residents as an aspect of life over which they can and should exert control. Few women report wanting to have very large families...

"The significance of the fertility and family planning situation in the Chogoria catchment area is that substantial change has occurred in a country and a part of the world that has been highly resistant to such change."

Most other analyses by socio-demographers and others have focused on factors such as income flows, family structure, women’s status, control of resources, and other factors acting to maintain a high demand for children.

This example poses many questions in relation to the assumptions made earlier in this paper. Why is it that women in similar economic circumstances, i.e. poor rural women, in the Chogoria area are so accepting of family planning while in other rural areas of Kenya, women of similar characteristics: same ethnic group (implying certain cultural values about having big families), similar socioeconomic circumstances etc. show such different patterns of fertility and acceptance of family planning? The
authors of the study cited attribute the success of the Chogoria programme essentially to four features: "integration of services into maternal and child health care, community involvement, the community health workers network, and accessibility to services."

Other questions related to people's perceptions about the carrying capacity of the land or population pressures on land in the area cannot be examined or answered so easily. It will be the task of future work on this area to see how much "contextual" information can at least help conjecture about how these variables are related. Subsequently efforts could be made to find out from those who have worked in the Chogoria area or similar places in Kenya whether this fertility behaviour relates to environmental problems. Does the people's feeling that they can and should control fertility carry over to other areas of their lives and include individual and community action to protect the environment? How can these attitudes towards fertility behaviour be built on in future environmental education programmes?

What does the Chogoria example of a family planning programme have to teach us about the design and implementation of environmental education programmes in rural communities? The little information on cultural and gender aspects provided negates the importance of cultural specificity. The acceptors of family planning were of the same ethnic group as others outside of the area, this may mean that the people in the Chogoria area have changed their cultural values about not controlling fertility. What has changed in their environment to explain evolving mores? The article by Goldberg, McNeil and Spitz provides some clues to answer these questions; other answers should be sought for in the literature on rural areas in Kenya which will try to link reproductive behaviour to productive functions and other events.

The time span needed to build the health network and the trust of the communities served may be an important consideration: Chogoria hospital was established in 1922 and has had a considerable amount of time in which to develop its diversified activities and provision of services to the surrounding communities. However, the findings of the 1985 study show that change in total fertility rates is recent since older women in the Chogoria area have similar fertility rates to women in other rural areas in that age group. The hospital's outreach programme has gone into communities to deliver services and has built up a voluntary network of community workers. Family planning is integrated into maternal and child health. Earlier in this section of the paper, we mentioned that health services could be considered a kind of proxy for income generating activities mentioned in the list of criteria for successful environmental education. In other words, the provision of integrated health care has acted as an incentive to control fertility, perhaps because infant mortality has decreased.
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Section II

A. Gleanings of the Family Planning Experience for Community-Based Environmental Education Projects

The lessons gleaned from the family planning experience pertain to a number of aspects of our problematic. There may be many parallels in how the family planning movement got started and developed and the way environmental education activities are evolving by geographical region. The level and type of development in each region may have affected both family planning trends and environmental education activities. As we shall point out below, advocacy, legitimation of the idea and institutionalisation of family planning came about in different decades in each region. In dealing with the information provided, the author has grouped "the data" into three categories which are presented below.

The first group of "lessons" deals with: funding issues and modalities; advocacy, legitimation and institutionalisation; operations research and other research needs; and the importance of information, education and communications (IEC) for family planning and thus most probably for environmental protection as well.

A second group of materials reviews the experience with the community level approach, gender and sex role barriers, evidence of male opposition and the "women only" emphasis of many family planning programmes and the need to involve men. As stated earlier, lack of male participation is a negative lesson, i.e. not to be emulated. The question of possible generational conflict is raised. And some points related to training, the experience with volunteers, motivation, compensation, remuneration and incentives are also discussed here.

The third group is a review and reflection on the family planning experience with integration into health systems and possible links between family planning activities and environmental education programmes at the local level. Indications from the literature and interviews conducted will inform our understanding of the pros and cons of linking the two. Actually, the only attempt to link which was provided were nine IUCN (International Union for the Conservation of Nature) studies. What they have found will be reported below.

**Group One: Advocacy and Research**

Will environmental education (EE) activities follow the same patterns of development as family planning (FP) programmes by geographic region? This question is related to advocacy and legitimation of EE and public awareness projects and programmes. Family planning, information, education and communications (IEC) had its earliest start in Asia in the 1950s and 1960s; many Latin American governments were antagonistic to the idea of family planning until the late 1970s. And in Africa government support for population policies and programmes began in many countries as late as the early 1980s. For example, Acşadi points out that in 1965
there was no African government support or active promotion of family planning, by 1985 there were 44 governments which provided support. Although most programmes have developed only as far as the rhetoric for family planning, this support is necessary to ensure that people will not be denied access to FP, even if NGOs are providing the services.

In many Asian countries, the early IEC activities focused particularly on increasing public awareness and on promoting favorable attitudes to FP. Research on IEC was conducted on social norms, communication networks within communities, and diffusion of innovation within a community or society. The findings about patterns of communication on taboo subjects in these societies were used to guide programme design in early Asian programmes.

Unfortunately, similar operations research on various aspects of family planning service development in Africa has been difficult to institutionalise. This problem is due to a shortage of human and financial resources resulting in low priority for research and evaluation. Rapid changes in staff in many African ministries has meant that research skills and institutional memory have been lost.

**Emulating Research Approaches**

Columbia University, Center for Population and Family Health (CPFH) has tried to overcome these obstacles in a number of ways: emphasis on Operations Research (OR) as a management tool, avoidance of complex data collection and analysis, inculcation of data collection skills; "and working with universities which can act as more permanent repositories of OR experience". In addition OR workshops to train more people in OR techniques were carried out in most project countries.

The family planning experience with operations research (OR) could be emulated for the development of EE activities in a number of settings. It has been used as an approach to introducing and improving FP service delivery in Africa and elsewhere.

Operations research is the "application of research methods to improve action programs". OR aims to provide data on priority issues of direct interest to managers including socio-cultural information to increase program components, information regarding the feasibility of new programme strategies, and guidance for cost reduction. An important hallmark of OR is that specific actions are taken on the basis of the research results.

Other interesting features of OR is its ability to stimulate and identify questions of interest and provide rapid initial answers to these questions. These techniques have made it possible to start innovative family Planning systems even in places where the host country attitudes were hesitant.

OR has also been recognised as a policy tool; policy issues differ by region. In Africa, the issue is the acceptability of community based distribution of contraceptives, in Asia and Latin America quality of care and mix of services are the
issues. It is also considered a problem solving methodology. Such research conducted with specific EE activities in view could have similar functions.

For example, the major goals of an operations research project in Zaire were descriptive and diagnostic rather than analytic and hypothesis testing. In rural Madagascar, a time series quasi-experimental design was employed in the operations research study there. And in indigenous communities in Ecuador the family planning organisation (CEMOPPLAF) used four different types of promotion during the OR project: home visits, FP talks in communities, radio and information stands in markets. They found that the most effective techniques used interpersonal communication and therefore this should be a feature in all FP programmes for indigenous populations in Ecuador. In rural Kenya an OR study had the idea of testing the motivation and capacity of trained traditional health practitioners, including Herbalists (usually male) and Traditional Birth Attendants (usually female) "to act as a large reservoir of extension workers functioning in liaison with the modern health care system." The fact that these people represent an existing corps of health professionals who are respected, widely patronized, self-supporting, and with their own facilities, is very positive. The same type of personnel could be trained and helped to develop EE projects in their communities. Preventing environmental degradation through public awareness might also help to preserve the plants and herbs used in treatment by these practitioners. The feasibility of such an undertaking could be investigated with OR techniques to provide rapid information.

In Honduras, the main objective of the OR project was to test different strategies to incorporate FP within the social development activities carried out by a Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) Save the Children/Honduras. In rural Kenya, OR techniques such as focus group sessions and other operations research techniques proved to be useful tools in understanding decision making in families; it showed that the husband is most often the decision maker.

One day seminars can be useful for the dissemination of the results of such operations research; participants could include: representatives of local aid missions, Ministry of Health, World Bank, UNICEF, UNFPA and other interested agencies. This was done in rural Madagascar.

Similarly in Honduras, the results of their OR study was circulated to other Save the Children offices in Latin America to promote the adoption of strategies tested by the Honduran office. There was a project seminar with representatives of other NGOs with no Family Planning services.

And finally as Pictrow and Meyer point out,"One benefit of OR is that careful audience research can be used to persuade policy makers, who are often fearful of a negative public reaction, that family planning (or environmental education) messages are acceptable to the public." This knowledge can be used to link FP/IEC (Information, Education and Communications) to EE at the national level.

The lessons to be learned from operations research studies are not blueprints for new projects, but rather ways of getting quick, clear ideas of options for project and programme design.
Other research needs indicated include Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices (KAP) studies for environmental education project design. Such studies well known to the family planning field would include information about the ethnic group(s) inhabiting the region, the kind of agricultural land available, road networks, the number of health centres and delivery points etc. In order to produce appropriate audio-visual and printed materials, the proportion of people literate in the local and other languages should be known.

Other socio-cultural information might be gleaned from existing sociological or anthropological studies or by OR techniques such as discussion groups which could indicate, for example, the kinds of communication between husband and wife. The nature of this communication cannot be assumed. For example, according to an important body of research until there is emotional and economic nucleation in African families, adoption of family planning and perhaps other practices will not come about. For example, "Focus group and KAP survey participants of both sexes reported only limited or no discussions of family size, family planning and related issues with their partner or spouse. The same may be true of environmental problems, we shall have to find out, in order to gear programmes in the right direction.

Such baseline KAP surveys which measure selected health, family planning, knowledge and behaviour before Traditional Health Practitioners (THPs) are trained and after training are needed to provide measurable results from projects which employ such personnel.

Such surveys should also provide community level information. For example in the OR study in rural Kenya mentioned previously, "A number of potential sites (in rural Kenya) will be identified in Phase I, and local leaders and village groups will be visited informally to determine general characteristics of the villages and information about THPs in these areas."

The Information, Education and Communications (IEC) experience of the family planning movement has special lessons for the development of environmental education programmes. Evidence of the importance of educational activities for family planning acceptance abounds in the literature. This knowledge is based on research and evaluation of specific IEC endeavours. Piotrow and Meyer point out that, "family planning promotion is a process, not a product, and that the ultimate goal of IEC goes beyond changes in knowledge and attitudes and seeks behaviour change based on individual decisions." This realisation began in the 1980s and recognition of this goal motivated "a methodology based on audience research, a coherent strategy, a detailed dissemination plan, step by step implementation, regular monitoring, and an impact evaluation to check results against measurable objectives established at the start."

The success of the information stand programme in communicating with indigenous persons about family planning and health topics encouraged the Ministry of Health in Ecuador to try to emulate this experience. In Africa, Bouzidi and Korte found in their review, that proper motivation through education can overcome major impediments and thus makes a good case for "intensive efforts to educate the people as to the efficacy of family planning with the view to increasing intrinsic
motivation among them\textsuperscript{28}. The success of IEC activities in the family planning field has been documented with OR techniques, as a result, family planning promotion, in the 1980s "became both more effective and better able to document its effectiveness\textsuperscript{30}."

The evidence for the importance and the effectiveness of IEC activities spans from Nigeria to Lebanon to Tunisia. Significantly more women who were specially counselled adopted family planning than those who received no counselling (70\% compared to 50\% of the others) in Nigeria. There were similar results in a Lebanese hospital. And in Tunisia counseling by trained outreach workers doing home visits led to a 125\% increase in new users whereas increasing the availability of medical services alone increased users by 65\%\textsuperscript{31}.

The integration of family planning into health services in Jamaica, brought about a reaffirmation of the function of IEC. The IEC unit has re-established its identity because education and training had been neglected\textsuperscript{32}.

Education and awareness aspects of community-based out-reach programmes are considered essential by Bouzidi and Korte\textsuperscript{33} to achieve family planning objectives. Such education is needed in order to break the cultural and religious resistance to family planning. Similar efforts may be needed in the field of environmental education and public awareness raising. What is the nature of the barriers to environmental protection? For the family planning field, the same authors suggest eight steps to reach rural and peri-urban populations which might be emulated for the environment:

1. Organize advocacy activities for influential members of the community, e.g. seminars for policy/decision-makers to discuss area/target groups’ problems, using facts/data.
2. Create or use existing groups/structures. Identify local leaders.
4. Bring donors’ attention to the need to address communities’ needs.
5. Increase use of appropriate media.
6. Where appropriate, involve religious leaders.
7. Increase use of research in providing information and services.
8. Build partnerships with appropriate organizations/agencies\textsuperscript{34}.

The methods used by IEC activities in the family planning field and Operations Research (OR) projects in reaching disadvantaged groups might also be emulated, given the links between poverty and environmental degradation.

Piotrow and Meyer’s review has found that the radio is still “the most powerful medium for reaching rural areas .... People who do not have their own radios or
televisions frequently gather around family or village sets ... OR and social marketing research show that mass media are overtaking interpersonal communication as the major source of new information, in many locations.35

There is indication that mass-media promotion of family planning may change patterns of inter-personal communication. It is reported that it stimulates communication between spouses and among other members of the community.36

Other ways of reaching given audiences such as the concept of the ENTER (tainment)- Educate Approach was tested with an OR like approach. It was found for example, that commercial sponsors, broadcasters and others in the private sector were willing to share the costs.37 And finally an evaluation of the "ENTER-EDUCATE" Approach showed that such projects can transform initial seed-money into "substantially larger support including millions of hours of free airtime, press and other media coverage, and much associated publicity..."38 In addition such programmes reach audiences which are less likely to visit conventional family planning clinics and who are more likely to be exposed to broadcast media.

Group Two: Community Level Approaches

The experience with a community level approach to the distribution of contraceptives was thought to be the most pertinent for environmental education activities in rural areas. In the 1960s community-based delivery (CBD) of family planning was begun with several goals in view. It was thought that services would be more acceptable if the social distance between provider and consumer was reduced. Another objective was to reduce the costs of reaching people in rural areas. Recently, such programmes have proliferated and now are present in 70 locations in about 40 countries.39

No trend data exists, but nearly all of the CBD programmes began from a zero base about 15-20 years ago. These programmes are not widespread and are still struggling for legitimation in Africa, for example. There has been opposition from the medical profession and some women's groups, one knowlegable feminist referred to CBD as the "ghost delivery system", because of the rapid turnover in personnel. Our purpose here is not to evaluate such programmes but to look for insights for community-based environmental education activities.

Among the organizational issues raised by Askew and Khan40 is the need for organizational integration among the services provided at the community level, so that there will be collaboration rather than competition. Self-reliance is inferred by community participation and this means financial self-sufficiency.41

A summary of the components of CBD programmes, can indicate what is needed to build sound community-based environmental education. Ross et al.42 suggest "a system which includes effective mechanisms for community preparation and participation, the identification and recruitment of low-cost personnel, adequate training for the individuals, satisfactory mechanisms for supervision and support, a reliable delivery system and useful evaluation." What are the equivalent components
associated with effective operations of EE activities? Can the delivery of family planning services be paralleled to concerns about the provision of a safe water supply, alternative sources of energy, or sanitation systems?

The characteristics and the selection criteria for the workers in relation to the tasks to be performed might also be considered, i.e. the same kinds of questions about suitable characteristics might be envisaged to develop a core of EE promoters. For example, women approaching other women and men going to men or teams of men and women? An effort should be made to find out what works in specific settings. Consideration of intangibles such as maturity, tact, perseverance and enthusiasm may prove to be equally important as gender or generational factors. For example, young people may not be the most suitable purveyors of environmental protection messages, because their authority and knowledge may be questioned by the older people in the community.

Almost all CBD agents are women, in Swaziland the proportion was over 75%. In a CBD project in Ecuador only half of the CBD workers were women and they could often not operate alone because of threats from men in the communities served. In Kenya the selection criteria agreed on included: married people, mature (about 35 years of age) women with children, with some education (because of record keeping and instructions which require literacy) and flexibility. The latter characteristic was considered important to involve men in the project and to reach young women.

In a recent Workshop on Community Based Services it was suggested that training needs for CBD workers should be developed out of the community needs assessment. Training should also include effective ways to approach and communicate with people in the community. One chief in a project in Swaziland recommended educating the chiefs to make them more effective participants in the family planning activities. In Tanzania, the training was phased so that it would take into account the domestic responsibilities which is especially important for women with overlapping tasks, time constraints and heavy workloads.

Motivation and compensation of volunteers and other workers have to be investigated. John Ross et al. in their review suggest that CBD workers may not necessarily be motivated by monetary payments but by food and assistance with domestic responsibilities. In two projects in the Phillipines, outside agencies provided start-up capital to initiate income-producing cooperative ventures that have successfully provided compensation for the CBD workers. What are the parallels for environmental education activities?

In the Primary Environmental Care (PEC) Siena Meeting, one of the participants mentioned "derivative motivation — once the immediate need is answered ...a motivation to do other things arose". In environmental education activities most of the tasks may be carried out by volunteers, the tradition for such work should be known and built on. For example, in the Save the Children (SC/H) "integrated" project in Honduras, most of the activities at the community level are carried out by volunteers who are continuously trained by SC/H. These family planning promoters perform a double function as specialists and generalists. They are
key resource people for the health programme and are also responsible for education and natural resource programme activities.55

Most CBD agents operate in the communities in which they live and are recommended by community leaders. Their training in community participation and motivational techniques could also be emulated.

**Group Three: Integrative Approaches**

As illustrated above, a constant preoccupation of this review of the family planning experience is to think in terms of what the equivalent or parallel is or would be for environmental education projects. For example, would the concept of Primary Environmental Care (PEC) be the equivalent of the integration of family planning into maternal and child health (MCH) programmes? If so what are the pitfalls? A slight detour at this point is necessary to provide the reader with a definition of the PEC concept.

"Primary Environmental Care (PEC) is a process by which local communities-with varying degrees of external support-organize themselves and strengthen, enrich and apply their own means and capacities (know-how, technologies and practices) for the care of their environment while simultaneously satisfying their needs.

In short, PEC is about the integration of three components:

- protecting the environment
- meeting needs
- empowering communities56.

According to one knowledgeable source57 it was a mistake to integrate family planning into maternal and child health (MCH) programmes because it excluded adolescents (male and female) and older men and women who do not go to MCH clinics. The lesson of this exclusion for environmental education activities is that all segments of the population must be addressed in EE messages. This is very important, because while women's work could be made much lighter by the availability of clean drinking water, EE or the PEC concept, should not be translated into making environmental protection only a women's concern.

A rationale for EE is the individual's or community's own health and livelihood. However, given the gender division of labour, there must be prior knowledge of men's and women's responsibilities so that the preconditions for making environmental protection effective, are spelt out.
One of the lessons from family planning in this regard is that certain contraceptive methods are male-controlled, e.g. condoms and vasectomy, while the IUD or pills are female controlled. There is much evidence that no methods are entirely female controlled because the decision to use any contraception at all rests with the male in many societies. For example, when a monetary incentive was given for IUD insertion, in one Asian country, husbands agreed to their insertion, not once but a number of times in different locations, so that they would receive the monetary reward for each insertion.

Gillespie (the present Director of the Office of Population, USAID) emphasizes the need to find out the rationale for family planning service integration. The rationale may be: political acceptability; expediency; community acceptability; community needs and desires; synergistic effect and cost-effectiveness. Gillespie has pointed out that "the arguments for integration often have been based more on philosophy than on data ... but the dilution of the effort and family planning's secondary role is a result."

In Kenya recent research has shown that opportunities for education are missed. One of the major supporting reasons for operating an integrated MCH/FP clinic is underutilized; few clinics have educational materials, and health talks that include family planning are rare.

Furthermore, the success of integration of family planning with other activities is not clear; the record is mixed, most often the experience has shown negative effects for the efficiency of family planning programmes. This was the case in Ecuador, when Oral Rehydration Therapy (ORT) was added to the workload of CBD agents there.

In Africa, there are major political and secular changes in family planning acceptance, with implications for integration. "In the early 1980s, the political milieu dictated that most family planning activities be integrated with health. All of CPHF's (Columbia University School of Public Health) OR projects initiated prior to 1984 offered integrated health and family planning, the latter service being introduced after the health interventions, at least in part to enhance political and community acceptance. Since 1985, opportunities to provide family planning as the initial or sole project activity have increased."

The problems of integration may be compounded by the relevant host institutions. For example, family planning services in francophone Africa, in keeping with the greater conservatism and centralisation in such countries, meant that all family planning projects were conducted with ministries of health or the equivalent.

The authors of a review of the integration of family planning and health activities, conclude that most government bureaucracies are ill-suited and lack the administrative flexibility and capacity to ensure successful integration of family planning and health or development programmes. And Phillips et al. similarly concluded that "Careful attention must be given to ensure that new components do not detract from the financial, time or organizational needs of existing programs".
There are more negative views about integration than positive ones but the proceedings of the Workshop on community based services to point out that to be successful, "primary health care and community based services need to be integrated into the national health care infrastructure and to be supported by the medical profession (cf. forestry or other specialists of the environment?) ... to ensure that the needs of the whole population are met." 

The integration issues, and gender considerations must be addressed for environmental education projects. One basic question is whether, for example, male involvement is a key prerequisite to the success of a family planning or EE programme in order to avoid misallocation of scarce resources. A good reason for reaching out to include men comes from a study in Zimbabwe. It is reported that "men voiced a much broader comprehension of the relationship between demographic and national issues, e.g. employment, cost of living and land shortage." 

Given gender differences in the perceptions of family planning, as illustrated in Burkina Faso, Niger, Senegal and Uganda, these will have to be taken into account in the design of IEC and service strategies both for family planning and environmental education projects. The reasons given for positive attitudes towards family planning often differed strikingly between men and women.

As far as linking family planning and environmental education projects locally, more reasons were given for keeping them separate than for integration. One such reason is the diversity between the two. Family planning is a private matter, while EE implies individual and collective action. "Family planning is ... controlled by sociocultural beliefs, therefore people may not want to act collectively and publicly for a matter so personal." Another reason for separation is the funding issue. The constituencies providing support for family planning and environmental protection and conservation are different. NGOs can collect more money for planting trees than if they combine their activities with population issues. This is especially true of the present climate of opinion in the United States with the opposition of the "right to life" movement to abortion and even fertility control and choice in general. Therefore, in some countries linking family planning or population to local environmental education would be counter productive.

In Ecuador and probably elsewhere in Latin America, linking population education to EE might mean opposition from the Catholic Church which has pressured to have community based distribution removed from indigenous villages. Threats were made against the CBD volunteers, sermons, messages over town loudspeakers, and anti-CEMOPLAF broadcasts on a Church-controlled radio station.

Some would argue that family planning IEC is a part of environmental education. "People must be made aware of how childbearing patterns affect every facet of their existence."
B. Population, Culture and Gender in Existing Environmental Education Activities

This brief presentation of environmental protection and EE activities is based on a variety of project descriptions and case studies. The materials used are not as extensive as those reviewed for the population/family planning field. In fact they are serendipitous; the original study did not include project materials from the environmental field. The initial call for data with the statement of intent mentioned earlier, did not yield projects which combined, for example, environmental protection and education with population/family planning IEC programmes.

This part of section II will also deal with activities which illustrate the importance of cultural and gender considerations for environmental protection and EE. As stated in the introduction, the present research builds on the previous WID research of the author. In addition, recent participation in meetings on women and the environment and a seminar on women and gender relations suggest issues which go beyond the initial scope of this inquiry. Examples of cultural aspects of our problematic are taken from a workshop on “Building Support for Conservation in Rural Areas”. The purpose of this review is to illustrate how population, cultural and gender issues are reflected in existing environmental protection and EE activities.

Population/Family Planning Issues from IUCN case studies

Examination of the IUCN’s (World Union for the Conservation of Nature) case studies shows that they deal more with the relationship of demographic variables to the sustainable use of natural resources, rather than ways of combining environmental protection with population programmes. These studies are descriptions of demographic and natural resource problems. The IUCN’s environmental education activities reviewed do not link population IEC to environmental education and conservation issues. In one of the sites, positive signs in this direction are due to a spin-off effect rather than the result of the intrinsic structure of the project. The main obstacle in this case, to linking demographic and environmental goals, is the reluctance of Brazilian environmental organisations to do so. The notion of “population control” is considered too political to deal with although they realise that many of their projects cannot succeed unless population issues are taken into account. In addition the Brazilian government has no national population policy, although NGOs are providing services with considerable success.

In another IUCN case study in Costa Rica, the comprehensive national conservation strategy being formulated does not address population growth and distribution. It is reported, however, that a private group plans to launch an initiative to map population distribution in relation to pressures on the natural environment. Unlike Brazil, this country has had a national population policy since 1968.

The controversial character of population issues and opposition from the Catholic Church work against linking environmental protection to family planning in the case study on Honduras. When interviewed the people in the location studied said they had no clear interest in practising family planning.
The three regions included in these illustrations differ in the possibility of linking population factors or behaviour to environmental protection efforts. In Latin America as we have just illustrated the obstacles are political with organised opposition from the Catholic Church regarding family planning activities. In the African case studies (Burkina Faso, Congo and Madagascar) the issue was more the difficulty in raising awareness to family planning with modern methods. There does not seem to be institutional opposition from the Church or the Government. Opposition is due to the perceptions of the people themselves, who prefer to space births with traditional methods. In addition to these cultural perceptions and "social-psychological" reasons, the lack of accessible delivery outlets and the price of contraceptives were other obstacles to family planning. In Madagascar, two villages were studied, in one a family planning programme has existed since 1985 which is integrated into the local primary health care service. No mention is made of attitudes of the people to linking population issues to environmental concerns.

Integrated rural development projects in Nepal, Pakistan and Thailand were studied in the Asian region. In the project in Pakistan there was recognition at the national and higher administrative levels that population dynamics are related to environmental protection. The Director of the latter project stated: "If Pakistan is destroyed, the biggest reason would be its birth rate." However, lack of participation in the government family planning programme was attributed to socio-religious pressures. Women there are much clearer in their understanding of the impact family planning could have on their lives. The immediate need and benefits of family planning were recognised by 92% of the women interviewed. In contrast, the men were uneasy about and suspicious of family planning and opposed to it.

In one of the Nepalese projects, family planning acceptance rates varied but were comparatively high. There are indications from interviews conducted that people do link their demographic behaviour to the availability of natural resources. Studies of the hilltribes in Thailand, indicate that they do not "like or believe in family planning. Men particularly do not want to use any kind of contraceptive. Thus, only women occasionally practise family planning." A survey done in one of the sites showed that 46.2% of Hmong women living in the project area are practising birth control by various methods. In another development project for the same group, contraceptive practise is high.

Environmental Protection, EE and Culture

The importance of cultural considerations emerged in one study which is trying to use local knowledge, traditional skills and values. The work with the Rendille ethnic group in Kenya was reported at the Vermont Workshop mentioned earlier in this section, showed that this project has already learned the "lesson" from the family planning experience, namely using culturally relevant materials to carry the message. Environmental concepts were to be "injected into the Rendille culture" through folktales on radio and television. "The success of this project is dependent upon: the strong oral tradition of the Rendille people; securing land tenure rights (the Rendille have only squatter's status); and, the ability and desire of individuals to remain Rendille. The major hurdle or obstacle to success is the perceived lack of conservation awareness among the Rendille people." Another interesting pursuit
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in this project is an indirect KAP (Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices) inquiry to "extrapolate their conservation ethic" from questions about camel husbandry, for example. It is hoped that emulation of the conservation practices of other areas in Kenya may result from mobile training centers that would transport Rendille leaders to different reserves. Observation of the indigenous conservation ethic of tribes that reside in areas where resources flourish could provide positive examples of environmental protection.

**Environmental Protection and Education and Gender Relations**

Although all the projects presented at the Global Assembly of Women and the Environment were initiated and carried out by women, they do not provide enough information to understand what the obstacles are related to gender. These are by and large WID projects which have made a valuable contribution to environmental protection and awareness raising. Further probing with those concerned might provide some insights into the difficulties due to socially constructed and culturally variable roles that women and men play in their daily lives. In other words, gender relations obstacles should emerge from project evaluations. In addition, gender issues need to be integrated into the discussion of various strategies. Gender is an important social relation that impinges on all aspects of economic life and may shape the design and outcomes of development strategies.

The term gender instead of WID is more useful here because women are not a homogenous category.

Environmental protection and awareness is closely linked to "reproductive work", i.e. behavviour patterns which include biological and social caring and nurture essential for human reproduction. Concern for gender relations constraints in regard to environmental protection (including family planning) requires the ability to look at relations between men and women within households as well as between households. Gender distortions are barriers to the efficient use of resources.

For example, the Chipko movement owes much of its success to the actions and initiatives of women. Dasholi Gram Swarajya Mandal (DGSM/or Chipko movement) is located at Gopeshar, District Chamoli in the high Himalayas of Uttar Pradesh in India. The organisation plays a key role in motivating the local people to participate in various eco-development and soil-conservation schemes with the main thrust on plantation and forest protection. Since 1977, DGSM has been organising various environmental conservation camps chiefly concentrating on the catchment areas of the Ganga river. These areas were badly affected during the Alaknanda disaster of 1970. The flood inundated an area about 1000 square kilometers. The DGSM workers discovered during their relief work after the flood that the main cause of the flood was heavy deforestation and the ill-planned road construction in the area.

The DGSM launched its first direct action programme of forest protection in 1973 at Mandal. This was the birth of the celebrated "CHIPKO ANDOLAN" (hug the tree movement). Later it was mainly because of the movement at Reni, where the people (mainly village women) saved the trees from the contractors' axes, that the Government resolved to set up a committee of scientists and social workers to inquire into the conditions of the mountains.
Gender relations, which may turn into obstacles, do not emerge from this description of the CHIPKO movement. However, the project's aims which include the socio-economic and environmental development and enhancement of the resources of the proposed area with the active participation of the local people does have gender implications. Sustainable development of this area means differentiating incentives to men and women which will bring about equitable sharing of labour. "The extent to which unpaid work, both in the home and in the community supports and underpins general social and economic development needs to be better understood in order that the burden may be shared more equally between men and women."
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Conclusions

The initial scope of this paper was to find out if there were lessons from the family planning experience for community based environmental education projects. It was assumed that given the similarities of the target populations in rural areas of developing countries there would be a number of parallels between the two fields. Another assumption was that simply asking how community groups have been mobilised to accept or support family planning would provide insights into how they could be mobilised for another purpose. Although project specific documents were not available, the examination, study and review of the materials at hand was carried out with a project cycle methodological approach. In other words, the author, building on previous WID research looked for information on each stage of the project cycle, namely: identification of particular areas for intervention, preparation, appraisal of possible impacts on specific groups, negotiations, implementation and monitoring, and evaluation.

It was found that these lessons pertained to three aspects:

--- advocacy (including funding) and research;
--- community based approaches, including gender and cultural issues; and
--- integration with other programmes, such as health.

The main lessons from the family planning experience relate to: funding issues and modalities; the importance of advocacy work; legitimisation of the idea and institutionalisation. Emulation of the operations research techniques used in the family planning experience will depend to a large extent on funding possibilities. However, two case studies from a workshop on "Building Support For Conservation in Rural Areas" illustrate that some groups in the environmental education field already recognise the need for evaluation and institutionalisation. There are comprehensive national plans and strategies for environmental education and evaluation. These plans are at different stages of design and implementation. Efforts are underway to develop a "much-needed impetus and a generalizable model for the design, development, implementation, and evaluation of focused conservation education programs for use in endangered ecosystems elsewhere in Brazil and in other countries. The evaluation procedures being developed will form a base for more cost-effective — allocation of the scarce funds available for "critically-needed" conservation education.

The case study for the Dominican Republic presented at the same workshop shows that a similar understanding exists there. Part of the national plan is also to develop and test alternative communication techniques to strengthen awareness of resource issues. Training of teachers, leaders and farmers in conservation concepts and practices were included. These activities are similar to those described in materials of four workshops held in the LatinAmerican/Caribbean region by WWF.
The relevance of the framework developed in section I and confirmation of the hypothesised criteria for success comes from the Chipko Movement mentioned earlier. The movement attributes much of its notable success to seven factors:

- Incentives were given to women and youth of the area so as to inspire them to actively participate in various development schemes;
- Social and Agroforestry were promoted as a means towards soil-conservation and to fulfill the needs of fodder and fuel;
- Reduction in drudgery, an improvement of health services and changes brought about in the traditional agricultural pattern;
- The opening of possibilities for small-scale cottage and village industries based on local resources;
- The improvement of marketing outlets for local craft;
- The organisation of various eco-development camps to increase environmental awareness and also as a means to diffuse basic scientific and technical knowledge among rural people;
- The introduction of non-conventional sources of energy such as Gober Gas, Energy Chulas, etc.

These factors match very closely the hypothesised criteria for success of environmental education projects setout in part B of section I of this paper.

The success stories from the "Global Assembly of Women and the Environment: Partners in Life" (4-8 November 1991, Miami, Florida) also bear out the major assumption that environmental education has to be backed up by appropriate actions. Slightly over half of all the projects selected for review (in Africa, Asia/Pacific and LatinAmerica/Caribbean) mentioned or indicated environmental education and or population factors. Very few of the projects mentioned population in the environmental problems presented and all of these also included environmental education. In Latin America, public awareness raising came as a result of actions to protect or improve the environment in specific settings. What this material suggests is that actions speak louder than words, i.e. they may often have to come before hortatory campaigns or audio-visual information, communications and education (IEC) programmes. We would like to believe that those projects or programmes which managed to raise public awareness will lead to more sustainable environmental protection in other areas and in the long run. This means that those endeavours which do not stop at solving the development problems posed but open up possibilities for other initiatives will have a more lasting effect. It is too early to tell whether this assumption will prove true.

Review and analysis of the "enabling" factors for these 160 successful projects (from the Global Assembly in Miami) also provides some insights which relate to the funding issues from the family planning experience. Most often funding came from a
number of sources such as multi-lateral and bi-lateral donors, international and national NGOs (many of these from local women's groups) but almost all depended to a great extent on volunteer local communal labour. Each of these projects illustrates the importance of individual initiatives which show imagination, tenacity and courage. These projects also provided income-generating opportunities and led to a general improvement in the local environment. Many of them are good illustrations of the Primary Environmental Care (PEC) concept mentioned earlier.

Funding issues are basic to an application of the "lessons" learned from the family planning experience. What resources are available for EE and environmental protection activities at the local level? This question is related to a major assumption of this study, namely that in order to be successful environmental education and public awareness activities must be backed up with appropriate actions. Will the funds come from the major bi-lateral or multi-lateral donors? How will the funds be channelled, to and through what organisations? The funds should initially be grant funds which are clearly earmarked thus providing a firm basis for programme development in various agencies in specific settings. What mix of indigenous resources and outside funds can be envisaged and set as goals for donors and NGOs working in this field?

Funds are needed for operations research (OR) to provide answers to the problems of implementation encountered in field operations. Research can test and indicate which EE strategies work best with what personnel. OR studies should address real problems generated by programme implementation. Special research needs include finding out what component of present environmental protection activities involves increased environmental education (EE) and public awareness? Further work also needs to be done to investigate where links have been made between family planning education and activities and EE.

Environmental Education (EE) messages will have to be tailored to address the problems identified by local communities. For example, provision of safe water supply may be an initial way of sensitizing the population to other environmental issues which are related to health, such as the abuse of pesticides and chemical fertilizers. EE projects should be fashioned to achieve a sharply defined objective, such as the elimination of water related intestinal problems, rather than a decrease in all environmentally caused disease occurrence. When effective means of supplying safe water to various target populations have been found, it will be easier to win over people to other environmental protection activities through education and action.

The key problem when trying to transfer population/family planning experience to EE work is that it may be much more difficult to define just what are the objectives of the EE programme. The environmental objectives must be well defined, durably acceptable to the community, and progress toward attainment of the objective must be measurable and monitored. The indices must be chosen in advance. Much of value can be learned from spot surveys. If well designed a sample survey of 1000 persons or households will usually suffice for programme guidance. The key to any useful survey is a clear, crisp definition of purpose, with questions which will permit arithmetic analysis and charts of salient data.
Funding modalities indicated in the family planning literature reviewed, show a variety of possibilities worthy of emulation for EE projects. Many proposals in the Population Council's data bank, referred to throughout this study, mention "buy-in" arrangements in developing countries. Buy-in is a free standing contract to provide services through e.g. The Population Council. USAID can purchase an amount of services through its local mission to expand a project already underway. Other bilateral and multilateral donors have been approached in a similar fashion. Similar concerted efforts and collaboration will be needed and are probably feasible for environmental education projects and for environmental protection programmes.

As far as linking population/family planning IEC and environmental education (EE), the evidence from this review and recent contact with a number of women from developing countries indicate that such linking would be counter productive at the present time. There are a number of pre-conditions necessary before this can be done. The way to link would have to come from the communities themselves, i.e. be perceived or identified as one of their basic needs. In a case study of Saint Lucia, West Indies, presented at the Vermont Workshop mentioned earlier, two points may provide insights as to why population concerns have such a low profile in the environmental education and protection studies reviewed. Perhaps they have not been sufficiently linked to the development needs and conservation issues addressed. In fact, population factors are not always part of the problematic in the perceptions of the people concerned. In Saint Lucia it was reported that participatory research is one of the "concrete tools" which also included identification of the local problems collectively. They also point out that the development needs should have as much priority as the conservation requirements.

Future research on linking population/family planning IEC to environmental protection and public awareness raising is needed. Studies which would clarify individual, household and community strategies for survival and advancement in particular ecological settings. One site for such a study would be the Chogoria catchment area in Kenya mentioned in part B of section I. What is the direction and intensity of the cultural constraints limiting the adoption of fertility planning? What is the nature of the other constraints?

Studies focusing on the role of environmental education in managing environmental problems should find out what proportion of present environmental protection activities includes environmental education. The examination of the success stories from the Global Assembly in Miami, mentioned earlier show that over half of these endeavours either started with education and public awareness raising or that EE was the result of environmental protection or improvement. Evaluation studies need to be integrated into project plans so that there will be a better understanding of the ingredients of success in particular settings and timeframes. Our sample of successful environmental education projects is biased because all of those taken from the Global Assembly were initiated by women and had mainly women participants. The others from the Vermont Workshop, address cultural and development issues, but gender relations did not emerge clearly from these reports. The main concern is that the visibility of those responsible for environmental protection on a permanent basis in their communities be increased. As stated earlier, incentives to change behaviour
are different for men and women in various settings because of the gender division of labour and responsibility. Therefore, more work needs to be done on the gender related obstacles to increased public awareness of environmental issues including the population ramifications.
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